Students Reasoning Achievement Using Games Performance Assessment Instrument in Physical Education
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Abstract—this study was designed to assess students reasoning achievement based on net and wall category, using Games Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) in Physical Education. The design used in this study was Quasi experimental design which consist of 240 form II students in the district of Hilir Perak, Perak. The treatment group is allowed to undergo teaching and learning programs based on net and wall TGIU mode, while; the control group undergo Technical Model. The students reasoning achievement were determined using percentage statistics such as mean and standard deviation; while the research hypothesis were answered using ANCOVA analysis. The pre-test result of the treatment group showed overall (M = 2.04; SD = 0.48) compared to the control group which showed overall (M = 2.00; SD = 0.38); meanwhile the treatment group showed overall (M = 3.84; SD = 0.77) in the post-test which is higher when compared the control group which showed overall (M = 3.19; SD = 0.96) in the post-test. The reasoning achievement of the students at excellent level showed that the treatment group (n = 57; 40.70%) is higher than control group (n = 27; 19.30%). From these results, it was evidenced that there was a significant difference between the study group that was adjusted with the pre-test and post-test F (1, 276) = 0.93, P = 0.336. The implication of this study suggested that GPAI can be used as an alternative instrument for determining the level of learning domain based on reasoning to achieve higher order thinking skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physical education syllabus consists of three outlined key elements which include fitness, skills and sports [1]. One of the most important components of physical education is game, which comprises of various types of field and court games including football, netball, table tennis, handball, badminton, volleyball, softball, hockey, tennis, sepaktakraw, basketball, cricket and rugby. The implementation of the teaching and learning in physical education is the introduction and exposure to the basic skills of the games.

Through teaching and learning in Physical Education (PE), students are taught to master the basic skills of games which enable them to execute these skills during training, competitions or recreational activities [2]. For a student to have technical skills in tandem with cognitive ability during games, skill is required [3]. Elements of reasoning that require mastering during games includes understanding the concepts of the game, tactics, strategies, decision making and implementation of skills. Therefore, reasoning skills need to be applied in the teaching and learning process to improve student’s performances level, and also student’s intellectual excellence through games [4].

Reasoning in game requires an individual to be able to process the information received, analyze, elaborate, and make decisions in tactical aspects and game strategies. For students to make decisions in game situations, they should not only master the skills from technical aspects, but they are also required to be able to reason about the game tactics and strategies [5]. Students also need to be wise and calculative in game situations such as; the attacking position, defending position, and planning strategies so as to earn points. To execute skills, reasoning competency is required so as to be able to coordinate the accuracy of action with the decisions made to achieve goal of the games [6].

Generally, teachers in Malaysia teach games topics in PE based on the Technical Model of Mosston and Ashworth's Teaching Style [7, 8, 9, 10]. Teachers conduct teaching sessions by introducing basic skills through advanced activities and training; after which the students are allowed to play in small games. Teaching based on the Technical Model of Mosston and Ashworth’s emphasizes more on the technique or (and) skill of the game. Demonstration and imitation are emphasized in the Technical Model of teaching, in which the teacher immediately corrects the students if they are unable to execute the technical skills correctly [11].
Technical Model of teaching allows students to master the basic skills and techniques of a game well [12]. However, according to some researchers [13, 14, 15], it was found that students only mastered the technique of skills, but failed to perform well in the strategy and tactical aspects in game situations. Their finding shows that students’ behavior is more geared towards game technique and skills, compared to strategy or tactics execution to earn points or win during games. Due to their findings, it is also suggested that teachers should implement teaching methods that are more mind-challenging so that students are able to apply strategy planning, tactics, and decisions making to enable them play wisely.

Strategy mastery, tactics, and ability to make suitable decisions such as the delivering direction, best technique to earn points, and the best position to receive the ball can help players perform effectively in games [13, 16, 17]. Technical Model method of teaching does not emphasize the reasoning aspect of games which involves decision making and problem solving [18]. The aspect of Technical Model that involves reasoning can be seen through absorptive skills to produce strengths and suitability of limbs in preparation with the objects to be received or delivered [19]. However, reasoning aspect of games should be extended to decision-making on game concepts, tactics, strategies and game performance [20]. Emphasizing on the technical skill aspect of a game alone will hinder the understanding, skill and game mastery in overall.

Introducing a new teaching model of games with tactical approach known as Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU) enables students to learn games based on cognitive skills, through problem solving activities and decision-making process [21]. Game is one of the tools that can be used for the development of students’ reasoning skills through problem solving activities such as; decision making, planning strategies, and tactics. TGfU model of teaching uses tactical approach which can motivate students to think creatively, make wise decisions on tactical selection, maintain good teamwork, and also master sports skills [22].

TGfU model is a tactical and strategy approach to improve thinking, decision making and problem solving before using skills in games. The approach used should stimulate the student's mind about the game's understanding in overall. TGfU model of teaching also lays emphasizes on concepts including thinking, teaching, training and playing with fun. TGfU model was introduced when it was discovered that other models of games teaching did not attract the students [21]. Therefore, a study was conducted as a problem solving approach which involves the technique of playing while studying. As a result of this study, students were exposed to learning techniques in a playing atmosphere where they are free to enjoy and able to explore the use of model under monitoring by their teachers. TGfU model of approach allows students to improve and maximize their reasoning ability, because it is a model that emphasizes more on the concept of reasoning.

The important aspect of the model lies in the adaptation of the game which requires the students to make decisions in games [23]. Without doubt, skills can increase students understanding towards a game comprehensively, but they are also required to formulate and make use of their own ideas through reasoning to solve game problems. TGfU model helps to enhance cognitive skills through demonstrative learning in games [24]. Understanding game situations are not just about execution of skills, but doing what needs to be done as the best action in the game [25]. Decision making during games reveals that there is a close connection between game teaching and reasoning skills, which is the process of making appropriate judgments in problem solving.

TGfU Model and Technical Model are two different approaches, and they are used in achieving teaching objectives for the topic of games in PE. Educational development in Malaysia that demands high-level thinking skills, especially reasoning skills has changed the paradigm of teachers towards the concepts, approaches and teaching methods to be delivered. For the success of games, reasoning skills which includes tactics, strategy, decision making, and skills implementation aspects is highly important [26, 27]. Therefore, the need for studies that specifically examine the effect of the teaching method used by the teachers on the level of performance in games based on reasoning should be implemented. Teachers of Physical Education need to be able to manage teaching and learning process effectively, to induce understanding of reasoning ability through cognitive and behavioral developments that help students master games more effectively.

The objective of this study was to assess students reasoning level achievement through GPAI based on net and wall of the category games, and the effectiveness between TGfU Model and Technical Model in Physical Education.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of this study are to:

i. assess the students’ reasoning level achievement through GPAI based on net and wall of the category games,
ii. evaluate the effectiveness between TGfU Model and Technical Model in Physical Education.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study was designed to assess students reasoning achievement based on net and wall category using GPAI and the effectiveness between TGfU Model and Technical Model in Physical Education. The experimental design used in this study was Quasi experimental design, which involved 280 Form II students in Hilir Perak, Perak. The subjects used in this study were divided into the treatment group and the control group. The treatment group undergoes net and the wall category teaching and learning program based on TGfU model, while the control group undergoes badminton games Technical Model.

The subjects of each group were allowed to undergo teaching and learning sessions six times according to the lesson plans and research instrument used. GPAI (reliability:
Decision making = 0.86, Adjust = 0.98, Skill execution = 0.86). The percentage statistics such as mean and standard deviation are used to determine the students reasoning achievement, while ANCOVA analysis is used to identify the effectiveness between TGfU Model and Technical Model in Physical Education.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

| TABLE I. STUDENTS REASONING ACHIEVEMENT BY GENDER |
|-------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Location | Gender | Pre-test | Post-test | Pre-test | Post-test | Pre-test | Post-test |
| | Mean | SD | Mean | SD | Mean | SD | Mean | SD |
| Urban | Male | 2.04 | 0.45 | 3.85 | 0.59 | 2.04 | 0.34 | 3.28 | 0.76 |
| Female | 2.04 | 0.48 | 3.83 | 0.72 | 2.00 | 0.36 | 3.46 | 0.98 |
| Total | 2.04 | 0.46 | 3.88 | 0.66 | 2.02 | 0.35 | 3.37 | 0.88 |
| Rural | Male | 2.08 | 0.51 | 3.74 | 0.99 | 1.90 | 0.40 | 3.13 | 1.04 |
| Female | 2.00 | 0.50 | 3.84 | 0.86 | 2.06 | 0.42 | 3.90 | 0.97 |
| Total | 2.04 | 0.50 | 3.79 | 0.87 | 1.99 | 0.41 | 3.03 | 1.06 |
| Overall | 2.04 | 0.48 | 3.84 | 0.77 | 2.00 | 0.38 | 3.19 | 0.96 |

Table 1 shows the students reasoning achievement by gender based on net and wall category games of treatment group and control group. The pre-test result of treatment group showed overall (M = 2.04; SD = 0.48) compared to the control group (M = 2.00; SD = 0.38). After six times of teaching and learning sessions, treatment group (M = 3.84; SD = 0.77) showed higher in post-test compared to control group (M = 3.19; SD = 0.96). The difference of mean score in pre-test and post-test for the treatment group was 1.80 while that of control group was 1.19.

| TABLE II. GRADE STUDENTS REASONING ACHIEVEMENT |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Grade | Treatment group | Control group |
| | Excellent | Good | Pass | Moderate | Weak |
| | Mean (n=57) | Mean (n=60) | Mean (n=14) | Mean (n=7) | Mean (n=2) |
| Excellent | 40.70 | 19.30 | 14.50 | 4.30 |
| Good | 42.90 (n=60) | 30.70 (n=43) | 31.40 (n=44) | 14.50 (n=20) |
| Pass | 10.00 (n=14) | 31.40 (n=44) | 31.40 (n=44) | 14.50 (n=20) |
| Moderate | 5.00 (n=7) | 14.50 (n=20) | 14.50 (n=20) | 4.30 (n=6) |
| Weak | 1.40 (n=2) | 4.30 (n=6) | 4.30 (n=6) | 4.30 (n=6) |

Table 2 shows Grade Students Reasoning Achievement distribution.

According to the finding, treatment group student achieved higher at excellent level (n = 57; 40.70%) when compared to the control group (n = 27; 19.30%).

| TABLE III. MEAN REASONING ACHIEVEMENT BY ITEM |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Test Items | Mean Treatment Group | Mean Control Group |
| Decision Making | 3.56 | 3.02 |
| Adjust | 3.88 | 3.07 |
| Skill Execution | 3.97 | 3.46 |
| Overall | 3.84 | 3.15 |

Table 3 shows mean achievement details by item for treatment group and control group.

The treatment group achievement for all the three test items which are: Decision making, adjust and skill execution are higher than that of the control group. In overall, the treatment group (M = 3.84) was found to be higher than the control group (M = 2.19).

According to table 4, ANCOVA analysis was used to identify the effectiveness between TGfU Model and Technical Model in Physical Education. The result showed significant difference between the study group that was adjusted with the pre-test and post-test in the control group and the treatment group; while the pre-test showed no significant different with the post-test, F (1, 280) = 7.394, P = 0.070.

GPAI instrument was implemented to assess the game reasoning behaviors including the ability to make decisions, the ability to adjust, and the aspect involving skill execution. The treatment group achievement was found to be higher than that of the control group. This shows that this finding is in line with previous studies [16, 28, 29] which showed that the reasoning achievement performance of student group who used TGfU Model is higher than that of student group who used Technical Model.
This finding also shows that urban students reasoning achievement for treatment group is higher than that of rural students. This shows that the urban students mastered the reasoning skills better in net and wall games compared to the rural students. The result of this study was in line with previous studies [16, 22, 28, 29] which showed that the reasoning achievement of TGU group was higher than that of Technical groups. Urban students are more exposed to reasoning skills as the implementation of reasoning concept occurs in the teaching of all subjects in schools [30].

Furthermore, this finding also showed that the treatment group had successfully developed the reasoning skills gained during the teaching session using TGU Model, for a better game. They were also able to modify their game skills according to the needs and situations. The treatment group have received intervention through TGU Model conducted during performance evaluation in teaching and learning sessions. GPAI assessment aims to assess the students’ ability to reason in depth. GPAI assessment in PE is significant because it involves psychomotor domain which is based on reasoning, and it also help to enhance the mastery of game reasoning behavior at higher level that is implemented during training session.

GPAI instrument enables the teachers to evaluate the progress of students achievement individually during training and game sessions. Indirectly, teachers will be more focused to give attention and instruction to each individual. Also, students will be able to master more complex and highly skilled tactics in game mastery, and an actual game behavior assessment method based on reasoning [27].

V. CONCLUSION

Students reasoning achievement based on net category games and walls in PE are efforts to produce scientifically based thinking, and also to increase the effectiveness of teaching and learning in schools. The development of ideas regarding the generation of teaching and learning model is believed to be a guide among educators to further strengthen their teaching effectiveness.

This study concludes that the use of the TGU Model can enhance students’ scope holistically and comprehensively on reasoning achievement. GPAI instrument provides students with more effective knowledge and skills, and it is hoped that GPAI can guide the development of knowledge in PE as a whole.

The implication of this study suggests that; GPAI as an alternative instrument can be used to determine the level of learning domain based on reasoning towards the achievement of higher thinking level skills.
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